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Abstract
In this work we use solar observations with the ALMA radio telescope at the wavelength of 1.21 mm. The aim of the analysis
is to improve understanding of the solar chromosphere, a dynamic layer in the solar atmosphere between the photosphere and
corona. The study has an observational and a modeling part. In the observational part full-disc solar images are analyzed.
Based on a modi�ed FAL atmospheric model, radiation models for various observed solar structures are developed. Finally, the
observational and modeling results are compared and discussed.

1 Introduction
The Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array

(ALMA)1 is currently the world largest ground-based
astronomical facility, capable of observing almost all types
of celestial objects including the Sun (Kobelski et al., 2016;
Bárta et al., 2017; Bastian et al., 2018). The main advantage
of solar observations with ALMA is mapping of the solar
chromosphere with an unprecedented spatial, temporal, and
spectral resolution in the wavelength range between 0.3 mm
and 8.6 mm (Wedemeyer et al., 2016; Shimojo et al., 2017;
White et al., 2017). Solar measurements are currently limited
to two observing bands centered at 1.3 mm (239 GHz, Band
6) and 3 mm (100 GHz, Band 3) (Brajša et al., 2018).

A valuable and unique property of solar ALMA measure-
ments is its capability to be used as an approximately linear
thermometer of plasma in the solar atmosphere (Wedemeyer
et al., 2016). So, the measured brightness temperature (the
intensity of radiation) is directly proportional to the gas tem-
perature of the observed structure or layer in the solar atmo-
sphere. The formation height of the continuum radiation in-
creases with increasing observing wavelength which enables
very accurate measurements of the solar chromosphere’s
temperature as a function of height. The topic is important
for solar physics, but it is important for stellar physics too,
since the Sun is representative for the whole class of solar-
like and other late-type stars (Aschwanden et al., 2008; Liseau
et al., 2016).

1http://www.almaobservatory.org

This study has an observational and a modeling part. In
the observational part, data reduction is performed on Com-
missioning and Science Veri�cation (CSV) data taken during
several test campaigns in previous years and made publicly
available in 2017. Models of various observed solar structures
were developed and compared with actual ALMA observa-
tions. Radiation models are based on modi�ed FAL atmo-
sphere models with thermal bremsstrahlung as the dominant
mechanism responsible for the emission at ALMA wave-
lengths. A comparison of observations and models enables
precise constraints on plasma properties in the solar atmo-
sphere.

2 Solar ALMA observations and measure-
ments of the brightness temperature

In present analysis we use fast-scan single-dish mapping
of the Sun. The observing method, calibration, calculation
of the brightness temperature and producing full-disc solar
images are described in detail by White et al. (2017).

Many Commissioning and Science Veri�cation (CSV) data
of solar observations with ALMA were released to the sci-
enti�c community in 20172. We have used an image of the
whole solar disc from December 18th, 2015 taken with a 12 m
single dish total power ALMA antenna at a frequency of 248
GHz corresponding toλ = 1.21 mm in a double circle pattern
(Brajša et al., 2018). The measurement frequency/wavelength
is in Band 6. The beam size amounts to 26 arcsec and the

2https://almascience.eso.org/alma-data/science-veri�cation
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ALMA solar map used here is presented in Fig. 1 in the paper
by Brajša et al. (2018) compared with corresponding full-disc
solar images in EUV (AIA-SDO data) and Hα and with the
solar magnetogram (HMI-SDO data).

In the full-disc solar ALMA image at 1.21 mm (Fig. 1a in
Brajša et al. (2018)) several regions of interest were identi-
�ed. They correspond to the quiet Sun areas, active regions,
sunspots, �laments (prominences on solar disc), magnetic in-
version lines and coronal holes. The areas of typical rep-
resentatives of those solar structures were reduced, so that
their average brightness temperature could be measured.

We performed a qualitative and a quantitative analysis of
the solar ALMA image. Qualitatively we concluded that at
1.21 mm active regions are bright, but a sunspot within the
active region appears dark. The inversion lines of the large
scale magnetic �eld are dark at 1.21 mm and the ALMA struc-
tures outline also the shape of these objects. Finally, �l-
aments and coronal holes can be barely visually discerned
from the quiet Sun background.

Quantitatively we found following results: the brightness
temperature of the quiet Sun region at the solar disc centre
was measured to be 6040 K at 1.21 mm. This is fully con-
sistent with the central brightness temperature determined
by White et al. (2017) for the 2015 data: Tb = 6040 ± 250
K. Further, a limb brightening of quiet Sun regions, up to
10% was measured, in general agreement with some previ-
ous results for this wavelength range. The measured active
region (Table 1 in Brajša et al. (2018)) had a higher bright-
ness temperature than surrounding areas by about 1000 K.
In the sunspot 90 K depression relative to the quiet Sun in-
tensity at the same radial distance from the solar disc centre
was measured. The magnetic inversion lines, �laments and
coronal holes all had smaller brightness temperatures com-
pared to the quiet Sun levels at their corresponding radial dis-
tances from the disc centre. Their relative intensities were:
∆Tb = −170 K (magnetic inversion line), ∆Tb = −110 K
(�lament), and ∆Tb = −50 K (coronal hole).

Finally, we studied the small bright isolated structures in
the ALMA 1.21. mm solar image (Brajša et al., 2018). These
are the so called ALMA bright points and they have a high
overlapping rate with coronal bright points (AIA-SDO 19.3
nm), He I 1083 nm dark points (NSO-SOLIS), and small-scale
magnetic features (SDO-HMI). Presently we do not have a
quantitative analysis of ALMA bright points and this work is
in progress.

3 Modeling of the brightness temperature
for various solar structures

Thermal bremsstrahlung is the dominant radiation mech-
anism assumed in present analysis. With decreasing wave-
lengths the optical depth τ = 1 is reached at lower heights
in the solar atmosphere with lower temperatures. Our in-
vestigation is based on the models of Fontenla et al. (1993),
describing average models that agree reasonably well with
radio observations (Bastian et al., 1996). The average model
is then disturbed to �nd the necessary deviations for the ob-
served structures yielding the physical parameters di�ering
from the characteristics of the quiet solar atmosphere.

The calculation was performed using a program that com-
putes the brightness temperature for a de�ned wavelength
and stores the increase in brightness temperature per unit
height in an array. Then, the program integrates these con-

tributions and yields the total brightness temperature for the
given wavelength. Finally, the procedure is repeated for all
wavelengths under consideration.

Our starting model of the solar chromosphere and corona
is the FAL model A (Fontenla et al., 1993), combined with
the Baumbach-Allen coronal model at high altitudes using
an electron temperature Te = 1.2 · 106 K (Benz et al., 1997).
This model roughly describes the structure of a coronal hole
(Brajša et al., 2007), and we use it in the present analysis as a
model of the quiet Sun (Model QS).

3.1 Active regions
The higher brightness temperature in active regions is pri-

marily a consequence of enhanced density in the chromo-
sphere and corona. This shifts the τ = 1 point to higher alti-
tudes where the temperature is higher. Above active regions,
at the heights from 100 km to 80 000 km, the solar atmosphere
has density and temperature values which are di�erent from
those above the quiet Sun regions. Three active region mod-
els were developed and in all three cases the temperature is
higher by factor of 2, while the density is larger by the fac-
tors of 5, 7, and 10. All three active region models have sig-
ni�cantly higher brightness temperatures than the quiet Sun
in the whole ALMA wavelength range. Thus, active regions
should appear very bright at ALMA wavelengths.

The preliminary results are presented in Fig. 2b in the pa-
per by Skokić et al. (2017). We can see that the brightness
temperature of all three active region models at the wave-
length of about 1 mm are higher by about 7000 K than the
quiet Sun level.

3.2 Prominences on solar disc (�laments)
Taking into account the physical parameters of promi-

nences (Engvold et al., 1990; Tandberg-Hanssen, 1995) we de-
velop six prominence models. Prominences are denser and
cooler structures in the solar atmosphere. The prominence
models assume hydrostatic equilibrium and thus pressure is
conserved at a given altitude. So, the values of the density, n,
are multiplied by a factor f and the values of the temperature,
T , are divided by the same factor f (Parenti, 2014). This fac-
tor f amounts to f=80, f=120, f=160, f=200, f=240, f=280,
for the six prominence models, at the prominence heights
from 40 000 km to 50 000 km, which are typical prominence
heights, see, e.g., Bastian et al. (1993) and Brajša et al. (2009).

The calculated brightness temperatures for the six promi-
nence models are presented as a function of wavelength in
Fig. 3a in the paper by Skokić et al. (2017). We see that for
some models there are two radiation regimes: absorption and
emission, dependent on the wavelength. At some speci�c
wavelength, depending on the model, �laments become in-
visible against the background radiation of the quiet Sun and
a transition from absorption to emission takes place. At the
wavelength of about 1 mm the curves (the brightness tem-
perature vs. wavelength) converge and some models predict
a small excess in intensity, while one model remains slightly
below the quiet Sun level.

3.3 Coronal holes
Our starting model of the quiet Sun describes the condi-

tions similar to the coronal hole atmosphere. We now con-
struct deviations from the coronal hole model by changing
the values of the density and temperature towards the struc-

2 Zenodo, 2018
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ture of the quiet non-hole chromosphere and corona. These
models which simulate various non-hole structures will be
referred to as non-hole models. We develop four quiet non-
hole solar atmosphere models taking into account that coro-
nal holes are regions of lower temperature and density in the
solar corona. For the non-hole atmosphere, the hybrid net-
work model of Gabriel (1992) is used. Temperature and den-
sity parameters used for constructing these models are based
on various studies from the literature.

The resulting brightness temperatures for all models (coro-
nal hole and 4 non-hole models) are shown in Fig. 3b in the
paper by Skokić et al. (2017). It can easily be seen that there
is no signi�cant di�erence in predicted intensity between the
quiet Sun and coronal holes for the main ALMA wavelength
range (wavelengths from 3 mm to 0.3 mm, corresponding to
bands 3 to 10). The di�erence becomes smaller with decreas-
ing wavelength and the curves converge in the mm wave-
length range.

Finally, we note that the modeling part of this work is per-
formed within the SSALMON3 international scienti�c net-
work (Wedemeyer et al., 2015a,b). Modeling e�orts so far,
relevant for the present analysis, are described in a prelimi-
nary form by Skokić et al. (2017) and further work is currently
underway.

4 A comparison of observational and theo-
retical results, discussion and concluding
remarks

In the present analysis we calculated also the brightness
temperature of the quiet Sun for the ALMA wavelength
range, but we note that the determination of the absolute
quiet Sun level is not an easy task, both theoretically and
experimentally (White et al., 2017). So, we will make a com-
parison between the observed and calculated results only rel-
atively, as di�erences from the quiet Sun level. We now sum-
marize these results for the three analyzed structures in the
solar atmosphere: active regions, prominences on the disk
and coronal holes, for the wavelength of 1.21 mm.

The observed active region had a brightness temperature
higher than the quiet Sun level by about 1000 K. However, the
calculated value is much higher, about 7000 K. This indicates
a qualitatively correct result, but of a much larger calculated
value than the measured one. The model could be improved
by taking smaller values of temperature and density increase
and by checking how the range of integration (which corre-
sponds to the height and position of the active region in the
solar atmosphere) in�uences the calculated brightness tem-
perature.

For prominences on the disc the measured value indicates a
slight absorption (a negative di�erence to the quiet Sun level
of about 100 K) which is consistent with only one (out of six)
prominence models with the highest factor for increasing the
density and decreasing the temperature. One possible inter-
pretation is that the observed prominence has the parameters
which put into the model reproduce the measurements in the
best way. The possibility that other prominences would be-
have di�erently can not be excluded and further observations
are needed.

Coronal holes have a very small negative di�erence be-
tween the measured values inside the hole and the surround-

3https://www.ssalmon.uio.no

ing quiet Sun areas. This is fully consistent with theory as
we have seen that all models (coronal hole and non-hole)
converge at mm wavelengths. It should also be noted that
it is not always trivial to determine the borders of coronal
holes from observations, in spite of huge improvement of
modern detection techniques. Special care should be taken
to avoid possible misidenti�cations. Moreover, coronal holes
are rarely fully homogeneous structures. Small localized
brightennings often appear within them (Brajša et al., 2007;
Selhorst et al., 2017) which should be taken into account in
ALMA image analysis and comparison with other data, as
well as in modeling e�orts.

In present work we have described observational and mod-
eling e�orts to reconstruct and interpret full-disc solar im-
ages at the wavelength of 1.21 mm recorded with ALMA. The
work will be continued by including other observing bands,
adding the interferometric analysis and re�ning theoretical
models.
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